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future tense is. Being the one represented in English by I shall
have been killed, it has, further, no application here-paulo-ante-
past tense, if there were such a thing, might have meant some-
thing. As it is, pedantry is combined with inaccuracy.
6. Words used in unaccustomed, though not impossible,
senses or applications. This is due sometimes to that avoidance
of the obvious which spoils much modern writing, and some-
times to an ignorance of English idiom excusable in a foreigner,
but not in a native.
No one can imagine non-intervention carried through so desperate
and so consequential a war as this.—greenwood.
If important or fateful will not do, it is better to write a war so
desperate and so pregnant with consequences than to abuse a word
whose idiomatic uses are particularly well marked. A con-
sequential person is one who likes to exhibit his consequence;
a consequential amendment is one that is a natural consequence
or corollary of another.
Half of Mr. Roosevelt's speech deals with this double need of
justice and strength, the other half being a skilled application of
Washington's maxims to present circumstances.—Times, (skilful)
Idiom confines skilled, except in poetry, almost entirely to the
word labour, and to craftsmen—a skilled mason, for instance.
It is to the Convention, therefore, that reference must be made for
an intelligence of the principles on which the Egyptian Government has
acted during the present war.—Times, (understanding)
No one can say why intelligence should never be followed by an
objective genitive, as grammarians call this; but nearly every
one knows, apart from the technical term, that it never1 is.
Idiom is an autocrat, with whom it is always well to keep on
good terms.
Easier to reproduce, in its concision, is the description of the day.—
H. james, (conciseness)
Concision is a term in theology, to which it may well be left. In
criticism, though its use is increasing, it has still an exotic air.
1 What, never? Well, hardly ever. O.E.D. calls it 'Now rare or Ofc.*, but
finds specimens. H. W. F. 1930.

